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Sea Level Rise and Climate Change are Inherently 
Connected to Glaciers and Ice Sheets
Motivation Background Methods         Results               Implications
Potential for Sea Level Rise:
• Alpine Glaciers — 0.5 m
• West Antarctica — 4.8 m
(inherently unstable)
• Greenland — 7.8 m
• East Antarctica — 53 m
(relatively stable)
How?
• Sublimation of Ice
• Runoff from glaciers/ice sheets entering Oceans
• Ice bergs calving off  marine terminating glaciers 
and melting in Oceans   (controlled by speed of ice flow)
Coastlines with 12 m of Sea Level Rise
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“Limited knowledge of basal processes and of ice 
shelf dynamics leads to large uncertainties in the 
understanding of ice flow processes and ice sheet 
stability.”
IPCC 2007 pg. 83
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International Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) Key Uncertainty: 
Recall: 
Ice flow has an impact on sea level!
What is a Glacier?
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• Ice deforming/moving under its own weight (much like a river)
• Transport speed heavily dependent on conditions at bed
(the “bed” is composed of the underlying till and deepest ice)
Fig. by L. ZoetFig. by L. Zoet
Key Points:
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Antarctic Ice Sheet- Ice Streams     
General Features:
• Smaller streams feed 
into larger, trunk 
streams
• > 20 km in width,               
>150 km in length
• Speed ~800 m / yr
(~ 10 m / yr elsewhere)
• Transport ~90% of            
Antarctic Ice to Ocean
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Whillans Ice Stream-
Stick Slip Motion
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[Winberry, 2008]
Steady 
Flow
Stick‐Slip 
Motion
[Winberry, 2 ]
Whillans Ice Stream-
Stick Slip Motion
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Interpretation:
• Timing between slip events 
controlled by tides
• Correlation between slip events 
and tidal fluctuations indicate 
basal strengthening
IMPORTANT QUESTION: 
What is the mechanism for basal 
strengthening in glaciers?
[Winberry, 2008, edited]
Basal Strengthening- Hypothesis A
Till Compaction
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Basal Strengthening- Hypothesis B
Ice Infiltration
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To determine which mechanism causes basal 
strengthening, we run Slide-Hold-Slide experiments on a 
Sliding Simulator (Ring Shear Device) with:
1). Till only
2). Till & Ice
Slide-Hold-Slide Experiments:
1). Shear material in device
2). Measure maximum strength
3). Hold still for a length of time
4). Repeat  (With hold times of 1s, 10s, 100s . . .  100 000s)
(This helps us differentiate 
between till and ice in what 
is causing strengthening.)
ISU Sliding Simulator (ISUSS)
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Strengthening in Pure Till
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Strengthening Comparison
• At short time scales, strengthening accommodated by Till Compaction
• Ice Infiltration becomes most important at longer hold times (t > 1000s) 
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1). Ice Infiltration is most important mechanism of strengthening at 
longer hold times (but Till Compaction does play a role during shorter hold times.)
Closing:
2). Ice Infiltration can occur in two ways: 
“Regelation”- water melts, migrates, and refreezes around till
(Driven by pressure gradient)
“Freeze-On”- stagnant water near base of ice conductively 
freezes, incorporating till (Driven by temperature gradient)
3). Freeze-On is “water supply sensitive”, thus as water supply to glacier 
beds changes, so does strengthening. (and hence glacial flow as a whole, and 
sea level change)
We do not observe strengthening dependence on normal load. This indicates Freeze-On 
is likely mechanism for Ice Infiltration.
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